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Our story

Les voyages
d'une vie
Uncle Albert

In the 20th century, a young French explorer named
Albert decided to undertake a great travel across Asia.
It was his journey that initiated the creation of the
company that was to become Ytsara.

Returning to France, he shared his stories and anecdotes with his family.
Albert noticed the sparkle of curiosity in his young great niece’s eyes,
Florence. Florence loved her Great Uncle Albert and his anecdotes of the
pristine natural environments he had explored, when it was still an
adventure shared by the few to travel to the far east. She was so
enthusiastic, audacious that Albert knew she was the one who would carry
out his work. Albert decided to give her all of the precious notes that he had
taken, a book full of his memories of exploration.
When you are old enough, promise
to go explore, study, understand,
unlock the secrets of the local
knowledge, be grateful for the locals
who guide your journey and give
them something back.

Today, the promise made to Uncle Albert continues to be honored, through unique
natural beauty rituals drawing from centuries of Asian wisdom.
Ytsara, meaning ‘freedom’ in an ancient Thai dialect, was born in 2001. Albert is the
inspiration behind Ytsara, which honours the value he placed upon human knowledge of
the natural world and his free spirit.
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Albert was passionate about
botanicals and healing
traditions and he set about
discovering the most precious
Asian rituals he could.

Within a few years, Albert
traveled from the ocean
shores to the depths of the
forests of the Orient,
exploring local cultures and
discovering new plants he
had never heard of before.

Nature lover by day,
dreamer by night, he
hoped to unlock the
legendary healing
powers of Asian cultures
he held so dear.
During his travels,
Albert began writing the
Book of Elixirs, a
collection of beautifying
recipes he came across
on his journey.
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about ytsara

CLEAN & NATURAL
Your journey to skincare wellness in harmony with nature begins with knowledge and
making conscious choices.
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To us authentic beauty is a subtle combination of
inner and outer elements that when balanced give
you grace and vibrancy. We celebrate what is
unique about each one of us.

“Taking time to care about ourselves
boosts our self-confidence”, and that’s
why at Ytsara, we truly believe in the
importance of self-care to promote
self-love. Our philosophy is holistic.
Because the health and wellbeing of our bodies
and the environment is vital to us, we only use
clean, nontoxic and plant-based ingredients for
active results. We are committed to never use
synthetic components that could harm your
ecosystem, the environment or wildlife.
We believe in the transparency of our

formulas.
At Ytsara, we’ve established our own,
strict standards of what we call clean
beauty. Clean, for us, means safe for
people and the planet.

Our
products
are
mindfully created and
produced with ethically
sourced ingredients to
environmental
management standards.
Our zero-risk ingredients (99.8% are rated 1-3 by EWG)
are sourced in nature, grown in unspoiled environments,
cruelty-free and free of animal derivatives.
We believe in being fair to local communities when
we’re sourcing our botanicals and we nurture each plant
by only collecting partial plant material where possible,
to take what we need without unnecessarily killing the
plant. We believe in the wonder of Nature’s goodness
and sharing our knowledge is the promise we have
made.
As beauty is a manifestation of the secret laws of nature,
we will unlock the wonderland of nature for you.
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about ytsara

A CONCRETE COMMITMENT
FOR CLEAN BEAUTY
We only use clean, nontoxic and plant-based ingredients for active results. We’ve
established our own, strict standards of what we call clean beauty. Here’s a pocket list of
components we do not formulate with.
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S U L F A T E
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Skincare
Science
Founded on a blend of science and
ancient healing botanicals, our unique
process is renowned for efficacy and its
enchanting sensory experience.
The secret element in Ytsara products,
Elixir Originel™, infuses our formulae
with active water, vitamins, minerals &
plant extracts, combined to build
resilience
against
environmental
aggressors.

Tested on humansfollowing strict
protocols and
measuring efficacy

Only nature-made
ingredients,
certified organic

Not tested on animals,
never

We use renewable
ingredients, green
sourcing, glass, best
recyclable plastic &
eco-friendly paper

Dermatologically
tested to prove
product safety even
on sensitive skins

Only essential oil
blends

All ingredients are
plant or mineral
based. No animal
derivatives

99% of our
ingredients are
rated 'Best' by EWG
(Environmental
Working Group)
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serum finder
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visible

lift

serum

2

absolute

control

serum

Ideal for : Lines, wrinkles. Skin
that needs visible sculpting.

Ideal for : Oily , acneic skin. Skin
that produces excess sebum.

Benefit : Skin's contours feel lifted,
firmed and toned. Helps to
dramatically
diminish
the
appearance of lines and other
signs of time.

Benefit : 24h shine control. Visibly
refines pores. Skin is cleared from
excess oil and less shiny.

SERUM

4

Find the one for you
5

3

urban

shield

serum

Ideal for : Skin exposed to air
pollution and urban lifestyle
Benefit : Protects skin DNA
against environmental assaults
and boosts skin defense system
to fight against premature
ageing. Neutralises pollution so
skin can stay healthy.

4

flawless

eye

serum

5

even

skin

serum

Ideal for : Eyes showing signs of
fatigue, ageing and that need
recharging

Ideal for : Dark spots and
pigmented skin in need for a
luminosity boost

Benefit : Lightens dark spots
and rapidly reduces the look of
lines and wrinkles. Helps
promote collagen production so
eyes appear youthful and wellrested.

Benefit : Balances and evens
skin tone to significantly restore
radiance so skin can thrive and
glow.
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spotlight

Urban

Must-have
11

Skin protection for all skin type

urban shield serum
Provides hydration and re-builds skin defenses
against environmental assaults
If you are a city dweller, you may be familiar with the pollutants of
a city : traffic fumes, air pollution, cigarette smoke, etc. This
universal serum is the ideal shield for skin exposed to air pollution
and urban lifestyle.

60%

148%

Protects skin DNA against
environmental damages

Neutralizes harmful pollution

62%
Boosts skin defense
system to fight against
premature ageing
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focus Ingredient

Hero Ingredient

SACRED LOTUS
Asia's best kept beauty secret
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LATIN NAME :

Nelumbium speciosum

The lotus, a perennial water plant, anchors
itself in shallow water with the help of its
root tubers. The sacred lotus has a position
of great cultural and spiritual significance in
Asia. The flower, considered sacred in the
East, symbolizes purity, spirituality and
wisdom. It represents purification and
disentanglement from the trappings of
conditioned existence, liberation from
suffering and achievement of enlightenment.

In cosmetics, lotus flower
extract
softens
the
skin,
reduces pore size, increases the
skin’s ability to retain moisture
and fights against free radicals.
A recent study has shown that
lotus flower extract has strong
whitening
and
anti-aging
activities, skin is strengthened
and moisturized.

LOCATION :

India, Southeast Asia, Australia
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focus Ingredient

Sacred Lotus is found in...

aqua massage
masque
Round the clock 24 hours
moisturizing effect

211%

Increases skin ability to retain
moisture for a plumped skin

1

First take a small
amount and apply
generously the
massage cream on
your face.

2

56%

Move in small
circles and
massage to
stimulate microcirculation,
revitalize and
reduce visible
fatigue

Reinforces skin barrier
for a soothed hydrated
skin

31%

Improves cell renewal
for a dewy skin

15
13

3

Rinse off OR use a
tissue to remove the
excess : press it firmly
but gently against your
face, leave the tissue
against your skin for a
few seconds while the
sheet absorbs the
cream.

The benefits of Sacred lotus can be found in Urban Shield serum, Skin drink fluid and Aqua
massage masque. This skincare range is an homage to the Sacred lotus of the East, celebrating
the ultimate insignia of complete purification and enlightenment, as it journeys through water
to rise above the surface and blossom into a stunning flower.
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luminosity
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luminous

night

infusion
even

Significantly lightens skin complexion
and gives back its original glow.

luminous

day

crème

126% Slows down photo ageing
50% Lightening skin hue for a brighter skin
48% Radiance perfector

skin

serum

Erases dark spots and
perfects skin tone

n
e
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h
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B
everyday

glow

refiner

Gentle exfoliating cream
to
revive
vibrancy.
Restores healthy glowy
skin with Luffa beads
that gently stimulate
blood circulation and
even complexion.

ILLUMINATING
REGIMEN

Discover the solution for uneven skin tone, dark spots, and
hyper-pigmentation. Each Ytsara treatment is targeted to
deliver immediate visible results for a healthy look of deep
radiance and a luminous glow.
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luminosity
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Best skin radiance perfector

even skin serum
Even Skin serum balances skin tone
and restores radiance.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

65%

Grapefruit Citroflavanoids
work at a deep level to fade
and reduce existing age spots
and provide the skin with a
defence system, to keep new
dark spot at bay.

Evens skin tone

37%

Pea extract helps homo-genise
uneven skin and prevent
formation of dark spots.

Reduces size, number
and color of dark spots

32%

Prevents new spots

148 %

Boosts skin defense against
free radicals and sun damage

This early stage skin colour
prevention system is
complemented by antioxidant Pearl Tea, to protect
skin elasticity.
Licorice and Mulberry further
lighten the skin for a perfect
flawless skin.

SERUM APPLICATION

1

Pump serum into your
hands and dispense just a
few drops onto fingertips,
dab onto your face and
décolleté with your fingers.

2

Begin with gentle rolling
pressure moving upward.
Starting again at the neck
with
gentle
outward
sweeping motions, move
up the face.

3

Perform
the
same
technique but with small
circular motions, always
moving out from the
center of the face. Use
mornings and evenings
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luminosity

luminous night infusion
Leave-on cream mask for a corrected skin tone
while you are dreaming

62%

40%

Increases skin luminosity and
brightness

1

Smoothens away fine lines
and increase skin elasticity

34%
Perfects skin tone

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS

Pearl Tea, protects against
loss of elasticity, for a
bouncy radiant face

Marine Algae helps
to control & reduce
dark spots

Pea extract guards skin against
pigmentation & decreases
melanin production

The powerful combination of Marine Algae and Pea extract is proven to decrease the
production of the enzyme responsible for skin hue.
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To activate
Luminous Night
Infusion, first
take a small
amount between
the fingers.

2

Warm the Crème
for a few seconds
by smoothing it
between the
fingertips.

3

Use this cream
in the evening
on face and
décolleté,
stroking gently
in an upward
motion: from the
décolleté to the
neck and then
the entire face.
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focus Ingredient
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PEARL TEA
LATIN NAME :

Camellia sinensis

White tea, rare and coveted, was once considered
a drink for immortality. The tea gets its name
from the silver-white leaf buds selected in the
very first days of spring. White tea extract is used
in cosmetics to counteract the harmful effects of
free radicals. The antioxidant-rich baby tea leaf
are highly protective against inflammation, loss of
collagen & elastin, 3 factors responsible for skin
aging.
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age-defying

Visible lift Serum
The youth drops
Strengthens skin architecture
& revitalises skin functions

REVIVE

sculpt

cell energy
25

comfort

crème

cleanser

Comfort Crème Cleanser
melts make-up on the
face and cleanses while
restoring moisture. The
calming
and
cell
renewing qualities of
Hibiscus
and
the
protective properties of
Sweet Almond oil help
to normalize skin that
needs extra hydration.

rewind

day

crème

Highly nourishing cream
to mute time passing.
Turn the clock back with
this day crème that
helps to ease visible
signs of ageing on a
deep, cellular level.

126%

Increases skin protection
against UVA & UVB damages

95%

Boosts skin energy

57%

Rebuilds skin from within and
increases firmness
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rewind

night

AGE-DEFYING
COLLECTION

crème

Rich beautifying treatment for a radiant
look and a firmer feel

flawless

eye

Turn the clock back with our Age-Defying skincare collection.
Discover how to correct, prevent and protect from the visible
signs of time. Our rich treatments visibly soothe, plump and
smooth fine dry lines as a natural new radiance is revealed.

serum

Lightweight serum treats all signs of fatigue
around the eyes.
Wrinkle filling effect after 15 minutes

113%

66%

Lightens dark spot

Increases collagen production

64%

De-puffs and reduces appearance
of veins

50%

Protects against skin damage

aqua

massage

masque

Moisturizing
massage
mask to strengthen skin
barrier and plump skin.
Fresh rosy radiance is
obtained thanks to a
clever synergy of actives
that replenishes water at
every level.
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age-defying
Age defying collection

rewind night
crème
This rich smooth night
cream feeds skin with a
formula rich in potent
natural
actives
that
stimulates collagen production and supports mature
skins in their time-healing process. Wake up with
revitalised, firmed and well-rested skin. Velvet
Camellia stimulates the production of collagen. The
flower extract is rich in unsaturated fatty acids with
strong anti-inflammatory activity to smoothen
wrinkles, moisturize, calm & even the skin.

DEEP SEA
TANGLE

SEA BUCKTHORN

GOJI BERRY

ALOE VERA

Deep Sea tangle returns mature adult stem cells to the vitality of young skin and boosts internal
defense system. Encapsulated Sea Buckthorn is rich in omega and heals damages by reducing fine
lines, dark spots and by erasing pores. Deep Sea Tangle combined with Sea Buckthorn improve skin
metabolism and restore the skin renewal process. Vitamin-rich Goji Berry and hydrating Aloe Vera
help to promote new healthy skin.

Face feels smoother, looks more luminous and plumped.
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95%

1

Stem cell vitality recovery

First take a small
amount and apply
generously the
massage cream on
your face.

79%

Reduces fine lines
& pore sizes

91%

Increases tissue
regeneration capabilities

45%

Improves skin metabolism

2

Move in short
strokes and
massage onto
the skin

3

Use this cream in
the evening on
face and décolleté,
stroking gently in
an upward
motion: from the
décolleté to the
neck and then the
entire face.

focus Ingredient
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VELVET CAMELLIA
The flower that captures youth
LATIN NAME :
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Camellia Japonica

In 1903, while traveling in the province of Yunnan, China,
uncle Albert had admired the flawless porcelain-like skin
of the local women. Their well-kept beauty secret was a
tea flower oil
(cháhuā), also known to the Japanese as
Tsubaki and to the West as Camellia Japonica, a member of
the tea family. This magnificent flower was growing in
altitude forests and had been admired for their beauty
since the Song dynasty.

茶花

So these women had been cold pressing this oil to
magnify their gorgeous skin. What today’s science
has taught us is that this plant has exceptional
moisturising properties. Abundant in vitamins A, B,
C, D, and E, the oil provides nourishment to the
skin, as well as a velvety smooth finish. Camellia
japonica also possess lipids that have excellent
emollient, moisturizing properties.

The power of Velvet Camellia
(Camellia Japonica) seed oil
With a molecular weight similar to sebum – the skin’s natural oil,- it ensures a significantly
better & quicker absorption into the deeper layers of the epidermis. Camellia seed oil is full of
skin-perfecting nutrients that help to preserve the youthful glow of the skin and combat ageing
signs. It is an important source of plant collagen and squalene, to assist the skin in its hydration
and protection system. It also replenishes the skin with powerful antioxidants to protect the skin
from aging free radicals. Ytsara Velvet camellia oil is an organic, cold pressed oil that is delicately
added to our age defying cares.
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correct and conceal
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UNBLEMISH REGIMEN
Naturally reduce skin oil production and help prevent blemishes and breakouts
with our blemish and oil control skincare. Specially formulated to deeply cleanse
skin and control shine, our purifying face masks, facial cleansers, and face
serums are some of the best ways to get soothed and balanced skin.

BEST

MOISTURIZER

skin drink fluid
Oily skin types are generally characterized by
excess sebum, or oil production, that may even
leave the skin shiny. However, oily skin isn't a
reason to fear moisturizer — you still need a daily
dose of hydration. Skin Drink Fluid is a light-weight
moisturizer that will help your skin to find its
natural balance. Skin appearance is visibly
improved and skin is healthier.
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1

pure

skin

oily skin
essentials

cleanser

Pure Skin Cleanser is a
foaming gel that cleanses
and softens skin to reveal a
glowing, smoother-looking,
refined complexion.

2
3
toning

elixir

Tones,
energizes
and
preps after cleansing.
Toning Elixir provides a
base layer of hydration
and prepares the skin to
absorb serums or creams.

absolute

control

serum

4

Mattifying serum to control
excess oil and reduce porres for
a 24h shine control. Skin is
refined, balanced and more
radiant all day long.

clear

correcting

masque

Regulates sebum production
and absorbs oil. This calming
and detoxifying clay mask helps
to heal inflamed and acneic skin
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step 1

correct and conceal

Protect

1

Use morning and
night. Soak a
cotton pad and
apply to the
entire face and
throat. Move in
small circles.

2

Unblemish regimen

pure skin cleanser

Allow the gelée to
set for a few
seconds to
dissolve make-up,
and then rinse
with lukewarm
water.

3
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Alternatively place
a small amount of
Pure Skin Cleanser
on a wet net, rub
until foam
appears. Apply
foam on face neck
and décolleté,
rinse.

Deeply purifying foaming gel
This clear foaming gel restores purity and prevents
skin problems. The antibacterial qualities of
Centella and the potent anti-inflammatory in Witch
Hazel help correct over-active skin.
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CENTELLA
Anti-bacterial, wound healing, improves
microcirculation for a glowing skin

WITCH HAZEL
Decongestant, alleviates skin redness &
inflammation, anti-oxidant, protects degradation of
hyaluronic acid

CHAMOMILLE
Neutralizes skin irritants with a proven ability to
repair, antiseptic & hypoallergenic while gently
purifying
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step 2

correct and conceal

Boost

Unblemish regimen

absolute control
serum
Absolute control serum is the
ideal perfector that mattifys,
controls excess oil and reduces
the size and number of pores.

24h

Shine control

66%

39%

Erases imperfections (refine
pores, reduces pro-acne
bacteria – reduce microcysts
– reduce blackheads)
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Increases skin ability
to retain moisture

31%
Stimulates healthy cell
renewal

step 3
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clear correcting masque
Clear correcting Masque is ideal for oily skin and reducing acne marks.
French Green Clay helps draw out toxins and sebum. Bamboo Tears
mattify and re-mineralize the skin
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focus Ingredient

Hero Ingredient

BAMBOO TEARS
The precious re-mineralizing tears of joy
37

LATIN NAME :

Bambusa arundinacea

The Bambusa arundinacea, which is very
common in India, is a fast-growing cane with
a long, hollow stem. A precious liquid, called
"bamboo tears" or in India "tabashir", gushes
from the knots of the stems. Tabashir is very
rich in silicon dioxide and is used in
traditional medicine for its beneficial effects
on joints and for its revitalizing and
restorative properties.

Traditionally, bamboo juice extract
has a firming effect on the skin.
The powder extracted from
bamboo juice is used to mattify
when the skin texture is fine and
to exfoliate when the skin texture
is coarse. With a high sebum
absorption
capacity,
bamboo
tears help to fight against
blackheads & acne.

LOCATION :

India
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product geography

STEP 2 :

STEP 1 :

PROTECT

BOOST
BOOST skin cellulare activity

PROTECT skin against asphyxia and toxic build up

cleanser

scrub

toner

prep serum

face serum

oil & acne control

make-up
removers

pure skin
cleanser

comfort crème
cleanser
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everyday glow
refiner

toning elixir

pigmentation eraser
urban shield
serum

even skin serum

firmness power

eye and lip
make-up erase

environmental resilience

absolute control
serum

visible lift serum

STEP 3 :

NURTURE
Nurture skin beauty and vibrancy
crème

masque

aqua massage
masque
skin drink fluid

porcelain skin

texture
refinement

moisture
infusion

eye serum

luminous day
crème

luminous night
infusion

clear correcting
masque

rewind night
crème

aqua massage
masque

radiance & vitality
enhancement

flawless eye
serum

rewind day
crème
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CLEAN
NATURAL
SKINCARE

Email us : contact@ytsara.com
Facebook : Ytsara.skincare
Instagram : ytsara.skincare

ytsara.com

Pinterest : https://pin.it/1sJnt2i
Ytsara | Natural skincare, mindful beauty

